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AT3STI^ACT
An e^•ror analysis of resonant orbits has indicated that attempts
to recoverhgli order resonant geopotential coefficients willbe serf-
ously hampered by errors in the non-resonant geopotential terms.
This effect, plus the very high correlations (up to .999 j of the resa-
Want coefficients with each other and the orbital period in single
satellite resonant solutions, makes individual resonant orbits nearly
valule,,s for geodesy, Multiple--satellite, single-plane .solutions are
Only a slight imprr^venient over the single satellite case.. Independent
deterx^.inations of resonant terms from low altitude; s atellites require
multiple orbital planes and small beat-periods to reduce correlations
and effects of errors of non-resonant geopot@ntial terms.. Also, these
unmocleled parameter effects onlow-.altitude resonant satellites make
the use of tracking arcs exceeding two to three weeks of doubtful
validity. Because high-altitude resonant orbits are less affected by
non-resonant terms in the geopotential, longer tracl^ing arcs ean be
used for thc;m.
v
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xhis study concerns dc;terminin^ the realistic accuracy to which oert€^;t1
geolaatential coefficients can be recovered Icy observing satellites on re^onauat
oa.^bits, 7'lic^ ^.i^^sults will be useful to invcsti^;ators contemplating clther resanant
satellite geodetic inis gion5 or snalysis of existing resonant satellite orbits.
Ttefercnc^e 1 presentc>d a "noise only" error analysis o£ resonant orbits.
bcsigne^^ to yiald only rely inforrn.ation, that study did not produce absolute
predictions of tlye quality of determinations of gravity coefficients from. resonant
Qrtits. Error analyses arc alx^nost always very optimistic unl.oss we incl.udo the
c,ffc^cts of errors in the, uninradeled or unadjusted parameters of the problem.
The resonant satellite geodesy problem is an extreme examp le of this pl^enome--
non because the "noise only" standard doviata.ons are as n^ucla as five orders of
magnitude optimistic in soxnc cases.
'1'l^is study includes c^Cl`ects of errors in the following parameters
^ non=^resonant ^;oopotential. coeff^.cents;
• station location;
•'	 • unadjusted resonant geopotcntial coefficients ^ and
• Cx1VZ, the product' of the Earth's mass and t1^E 1;•r^;vitational constant.
Errors in all of these quantities have large effects on tlae solution. Indeed, for
low altitude (or high order) resonant satellites in a single plane, errors in the
non-resonant geopotential coefficients entirely dominate tho solution.
1.+finally, the causes of tho large effects of the errors in the unadjusted
parameters havo been sought in terms of the physical eharact^ristics of resonant
orbits.
^^;^ 2 . SHA. LI,OW I^.E SONANC E
_=	 ^"or sov^ral reasons this study is confined to orbits ^.n ''shal.Zow" resonance —
^.^	 approximate rather than exact or ''deep" resonant or'pits. ]+'first, very deep
^` r
y^-
,^,
,:^:
a,^esonanee is not x^ecluixccl t^ F^t^hic1ve Yr^^r^;^Y ^aertuxlaati^^ns such ^s sevc►rs.l Iciloxn-
(?t^r^ ^tlon^ trrlGl{ st^'COnC^, dec^^aly resonara ca^.'laits s.re ac^hievahle canly aCtc.^r ,^evc;ral
orbit co^.•rc^etiorrs, I^'rotn ^ n^,Issioii strtnd^aoint, such ^, r^5cluir^^ia^e^^t means greatly
nt^rease^l sla^.c^et^rr^t complexity. ^'in^.11y, This study has ^1^4ti^fn that ^Qr lativ ax^^t
^nedi^tn^ altitude' sntc^llites dc^o^^Iy resonr^,nt carlaits are less cl^^siral^lL for s^,tc^1-
1^1^ ^;ce)de^sy Than e)rla^ts i^ sl^:^llo^v r'estanai^e^' la^'cause' tl^cay al'C'. aC,^c^ete^c^ 1T),^al'C' ley
ttninodele^d ^^ara.met^rs,
The' tex'^ns ":shallow" and "deep" re'sonance? e`an Xae ^;'iVL'.11 a remse^llalalSr ^)rc^-
cisc ^neanin^ in te:r^ns of ^at^,llitc^ heat pc^riotl, The concli^;ion ^^^ arr e^xaetly
repc^sti^i^ ;•round traclr on tl^e ave'rag'e, or deep rescanancca, is
.
wrhero the subscript ^ denotes secuia^ rate., and s is tl^e^ in^te^ •er nurnlaer of
revs/day made Uy tlae satellite, ( p is the d^.^ift rate ^^ the o^^lait, - %, ^^ and =^# are
the raps of rotation o^ peri^ce, the noc^e^ rand the: earth. 	 '.11 is tl^.e in^^.n motion
o^L the satellite.) (fee lterierence l..) ^"or shallow resonan.e^e', p is not zerca lain is
sna:axl corrilaared tee the satellite znc;an na.otion. I'or example, tl^e (xL^S xl satel-
lite oxlaitin^ tl^.e ^.arth alaproximately thirteen tunes laer drLy has
D °^ ^. 57.2".e cl^^y,
compared with
M^	 461.E°,$ clay,
^'he iacat laeriod, 3G0°/D, is a measure of the ti,na.o for tlye ground track Co re•-
peat. 1+'ox C^^OS-TZ t'his is 6`.^3.
tulle most ixn.portant parameters to ^,;onsidor when selc;cting orkaits for reso
-nant satellite ^;eo^i^;sy are beat period, inclination, and ecce^ntrieity^ '''he in--
^	 fluence of these parameters wilt be demonstrated.
The solutions L^r perturbations of orbital elements for deeply resonant
orbits a.re different from those for non-resonant orbits, The non-resonant
solutions assume small perturbations,. and we can treat them as linear foreecl
oscillations a}aout an intermediary, or reference, trajectory. Of course:, deep
resonance vialat^.;s this condition la:;causc tlae sa'^callite :m.ay bc; perturbed up to
90° alone tr^.ck, not a Nma11 change. However, Palmitcr and Gedeon iti l^,eferencc
2 have shown t:^at the non:-resonan^^ perturbation solutions are quite accurate.for
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^^lia^^ ^^^^^^ ^^c^x•ie^r1^ and ax•c^ Ott c^^• x^^x.^ r^txt, •^ tx 1c^^4 13^x•c.# cjnt ^'^^• 1^^;^^^ i^^^ •^i^^^ n^.ac^r
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Thy rluanttty a^ m^ { is t^^c: intc:^;'r^^. ^C ^^°..^^,.^ with z^^^^eet t4 its ar^ur^.ent. The
^, c^ ln^lices a.d+^n^3.fy ^ari;atcular 1^^^.•n14n^^c"^oa^a.p^nent^ o^ a ^t^k^erical I^ar^non^e
j 
^ ^ m^. Tl^.e 1`ur^ettQns ^: 	 (i ^ and ^.^; ^ ^ ^ c^) axe c^e^lnec^ i.n defer. once	 r; ^ ^, ^^ (^')
X^i ^^^^ h! ^ ^Or ^.OW i1.nC^. n1.0(^^'.^'cLtG' c'
^n ^,eferen^e 1. aild e1.seti^herc^, ^^.^ xes^nant ^.arn^.n^iic enanp4nents (^ ►^^ , P
j are ^.ven lay the ^ondi.t.Qn ghat
fi;	 2 p	 ^: ^ .
rar exaaaa.^^.e, the. xesonant (^, to , p , q) gets for a satellite with rn.ean xnotzon at	 -1
car near fifteen teixns pez° clay are
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^	 •
^n the pa^est^nt work, a^,^, r^:so^nant ^^ ^ m : ^j ^ ^? sets to (>^, m) ^ X30, ^^o} °^ve^e
eonlputc:r^ ar^d inelud^d in .^ ^^e^,•t^.tx^bati,c^t^ ealt^u^atiot^^^,
^As a consequen^;e of t11e treatment o^ tcss^rai haxmonic ^Sertu^rbation^s as
lineax .^oacct^d oscillations ^ti^e also s^eal^ o^ ^ beat period for etch resonant {,
m , ^ , +^) oo^^nponent calculated ^xom 3G0 ol^Y 	,Where
,,,, ^ ^
^	 i	 ^	 i
°a	 ^`^^ a crc^.la^^ orbit, or one at the c^.•itical inel.nation, all resonant terms have
tie sax^a.e beat period, ^^+^ repeating ^rc^unatra.^k value. This does 1^ot a^ ►ply to
eccentric axbits at arbitrax^ inclination Ya^^n^?^^^.se ak t^^° secular advs.ne off:
perigee caused by J^. The resonant (^:, m x, ^^, ^ ^ sets xor the example above.
would ;Meld the corresponding drift rates A^rnn
^^ l7 t L ^ i ^,7 ^ `" {/
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Only in the ^ , 4 circular case :r tl^e beat period of a resonant (^', n, p , cl } har^-
monic component th y; same ,^s tl^e rel^c^ati.n^; ^^ro^^ndtraelt beat l^exlod. The drift
rags and the xc,s^tlt n^ beat periods for tht various Gor^l.ponc:nts vary aeco^ding
to the contxluution of (^'^ ^- 2p }a^^ ^f course:, thc^ la y,°der tho beat Iacrio^, tlao
Qrcater the effect ut any particular (^^, m, p,^) coaxaponent. T'or a beat period
5 clays tho tc^rrn. with tl^e ciu^adratic clivisQr in ^^ ►^^,^ will dominate; thus, the
effect will increase quadratically with }scat period as^.onK as Lq,uat,ons 2-1 are
^falid.
^^^ is always small eomparcd to Nt C or r^ ;thus, wlieth^;x (^ _ 2^) is 0, 2, or
3 does not leave much eftc^ct foz^ vc;ry shallo^^^' resonance (^' 1U clays}. fIowe^^^x°,
fox somewhat deeper resonance, esperial'.y for l^c;at ^4riods °^ 30 days, p^ %s
Colllpa2? abl«~ to (^^r ^ 2p ^ njlvi^ + m(^to
 - r^^;. The presence or absence of i^^ inay
drastically alter t^^:: beat period of a i;articular (^, m , P , q) component compared
to the repeating ^roundtracl^ beat p^^.^iod. I^^i^;•urc> 2-1 show how the ISMS of tl^e
beat pe^.•iods of the rosonanf terma varies with repc:atin^; gro^><nd ta^ac^lt beat
period, anal incll;nation for an ow of resonant with 10th order of goopotential terms,
The identifying numlaers on c:^^ch c^xrvc indicate the xepeatin^ groandtracl^ beat
period for e the case.
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Figure 2 . 1-Effect of Inclination on RMS Beat Period of Resonant (^, m, p, q^ Components
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Tn T'i^;•u.re 2-1, ;^i^.•:^t nc:^tc^ that thc^ ton clay rc^l^eatii^.;• grrnnxdt^• ac^l{ l^c^at period
case shows al^nobt no vaa.•iation of resonant beat l^eriuds with inclination. 7^onlc^r
repc^atinl; grot^ncltx^ack lac^at periods show the RMS boat period varying;" c;onsider-
al^ly both wit. ^1clination ancX beat period e^cc^a^t at i •^-= (3^3^4u, tlxc^ critical in-
clin^tton. ^.t i ; (,^^^^^, ^^	 0, and all l^c;at l^^ricxls itrc,^ tht^ same. ^^^ course,
all x°c^sonant tc^r^^.s beating with tic^ same freciuency is not conclucwive to sel^arat--
ing t1?c^ tern^:s from one another. l^'o^ • high altitude satellites, tlxis situati c)n is ag-
µ	 gr^^.vated at all inclinations l^ec^ause %^^, declines rapidly with an increasing; senxi"-
majox• axis.
Finally, an orl^xt with a laxg;e negative l^^^at laeriocl is close . in seani^major
axis to an orbit wtlx a large positive beat periodr Thus, the vaL.^es o^ perturba-
tions vary irreg;•ularly at long boat periods because a small cl^.ange in repeating
groundtracl^ boat period m.ay cause a largo number of resonant ^ ^ , m , p , q
components to radically altar their beat period, oven changing sign, Several fo1-
lowing graphs will dcapit;t this irregularity.
The eficet of eccentriGit3= on the resonance plxcnomGnon is considerable.
12efcrence 1 conveys that xna^ianizing eccentricity maximizes resonant l^erturba--
tions how^vc^x°, an ^;xcessivc^ ^^ccontrxca.ty ini^ •ht lac boor laceauso too many terms
might have perceptible tffocts. Table 2-^. ;from li,eferencc; 4 shows an extre;lne
example of this l^henon^.enon. This is an ana"lysis of some of the resonant per-
'	 turl3ations on 1.JGfi 92a, a I^,ussian twelve--hour communication satellite. Second.
.	 order terms k'rom {^,2 j to (19,2j produce effects in the transverse (along-track)
direction larger tlis.^i 1.0 l^.m!
Figure 2-2 shows how the RSS of the dominant resonant l^c^^,°tu^.^bation^,^ along-
track vary as a function of beat period for several eccentricities and inclinations
for an orbit resonant with, 1,Oth order terms. The y axis shows the Ttoot^-Sum-
of-Squares of the :along-track l^erturbat.ons of (^! 0,1.0). through (15,10).
A 10th. order resonance was the laasis of figure 2-2 however, the along-
track displacements are tYl7ica,l of orbits in sliallow resonance. 3. ,^or high inclina-
tion orbits of moderate to high eccentricity, a. beat period of twenty days
virtually guarantees effects. of sevcraJ, lcm along-track. The effects for negativd
beat periods —mean m.o^Eion less than an integer dines the rotation rate of the
Earth —are comparable. Tlxus, deep resonance is not required to produce easily
observable effects and is even. detrimental to determining geopotential ccaeffi-
cents, as will be seen later. rigures 2-3, 2-4. and 2_5 show similar information
for satellites reso^xant with fourth order forms. Note the very large effects for
e = .55.
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(.c^ M. P • Q BEAfi PERIOD GENTRAI. ANGLE ALON^; • 1'RAt"K pEI.TA A
(pAYS1 (QEGRE5a1 (M^EYER51 (MF fiER5 1
2. 2. Q. -1 490-^H 9.1?.p 00 4u230 06 2.!!bQ 03
2• 2• 1 • 1 4b8.2 5.9.20 O 1 2.74D 07 1.g5D 04
2. 2. 2• 3 447.6 5.10D-Q2 2.34D 04 1.76D 01
3. 2. 0• -2 503.0 2.30D-01 1.074 OS 7.060 O1
3. L• 1. 0 479.3 3.414 00 1,a9D 06 1.104 03
»• 2• 2♦ 2 457.? 7'.72D 00 3.594 Ofi 2.600 Q3
4. 2. 1. -1 490..8 1.744 00 7.p8D 05 5.35p 02
4. 2. 2• 1 468.2 1.31D 00 6.054 05 4.300 OZ
4. 2. 3• 3 447.b t.31D 00 6.074 05 4.516 02
5• 2, 1• -2 SO3.0 5.3^SD--Olt 2.484 DS 1.440 02
5. 2. 2• 0 479•,3. 3.45D 00 1.6U0 O6 1n114 03
5. 2. 3• 2 457.7 7.344-01 3.400 OS 2.470 02
a• 2. 4. 4 439.0 3.204-01 1.49D 05 -1.134 02
6. 2 . i . -3 515.7 6.14(7-02 2.84D d ♦ I, . S4Q 01
6. 2. 2• -1 490.8 8,.794-01 4.070 05 2.77D 02
b y 2. 3• 1 4b8.2 1.58D	 00 7.324 05 5.21.0 0^.
6. 2• A, 3 447.6 1.040-01 iN.53D R4 b•364 01
6, 2• '^. 5 428.7 3.59D-O2 1. E+611 04 1.244 41
7, 2. 2• -2 503.0 3.74D-01 1.734 0^3 1.150 02
7. 2. 3• 0 479.3 1:fa4q	 00 7.53D OS	 ^^" 5.280 02
7• $. 4• 2 45^i.'Y 1 •.390
	
00 6.460 05 A.71D 02
7. 2• 5• 4 43(4.0 1.124-01 5.20D 04 ;1.974 O1
H• 2, 3. -1 x90.8 1.03D-01 4.75D 04 3.24D O1
8. 2+ 4• 1 464.2 2.31D-bi 1.07D 05 7.64D 01
9, 2• ^+. 3 447.5 1.21D-01 5.564 04 4.174 01
a• 2. 4. 0 479.3 B• 70D-02 4.O,^G 0♦ 2.P114 41
9. ^ • 5. 2 457.7 1 . 4OD-Ot 6.4AD 04 4. 74D O1
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Choosing orbital eccentricity therefore involves two important factors.
First, the eccentricity must be large enough so that the eccentric resonant terms,
.f. even for % odd and vice versa, have observable effects. However, If eccen-
tricity Is too large. a solution for any subset of the resulting numerous resonant
terms will be corrupted by the unmodeled ones. Figures 2-6 and 2-7 show the
ratios of the RSS along-track effects due to circular and eccentric resonant
terms for the tenth order resonant terms with 4,' _* 15 for e 1 .05 and .1. Note
that for e tz- .1, the circular and eccentric resonant terms are comparable in
Importance, Large eccentricity is not required to make the eccentric resonant
terms visible. Figure 2-8 for the fourth order resonance shows a similar re-
sult. Note in Figure 2-8 the lack of irregularity in the curves. For a satellite
resonant with fourth order terms,
	 is very small and has little effect on beat
periods.
Figures 2-9 and 2-10 show how eccentricity affects the number of resonant
terms that have large effects. These figures are plots of the ratio of the RSS of
the resonant terms with 	 m, -, 5 to resonant terms with 5	 ni 1 20 for an
orbit resonant with tenth order terms. Note that for c =-- .2 and medium inclina-
tion, i _ 40 0 , this ratio is about 1:1. This is a poor situation. The high degree
terms would certainly corrupt thedetermination of the terms with  -,- 5. How-
ever, at high inclinations, the terms with small (-f -•m) dominate, and the ratio
increases to about ten for e -7, .2 and 20-30 for e :7:, .1. Thus, an eccentricity of
about .1 appears to be a good choice for low altitude resonant orbits. It is high
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enough so that eccentric orbit resonant terms have effects as large as the
circular orbit resonant terms, yet not so large that an unmanageable number of
terms exist. A similar situation also generally applies to all other eccentric
resonant orbits.
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We are not yet tempted to draw comelusions about the Idoal  Orbit elements
for resonant satellite geodesy, The conclusions would In many cases be quite
erroneous. We can only draw conclusions about the "bust" orbits 4after QonHider-
Ing the effect of the other its 	 factor in the problem, nallioly the inevitable
errors in the parameters not part of the solution vector.
3. ERROU ANALYSIS OF RE'SONANT ORBITS
Resonant orbits are extremely attractive for geodcsy. Resonance enhances
perturbations caused by tesseral harmonies and is especially Important for high
order terms. In the non-resonant case, terms beyond the eighth order may have
an effect on an orbit of only a few meters. Furthermore-, It is very difficult at
prc8ent to extract spherical harmonic coefficients of this order from gravimetry.
Thus., accurate coefficients I rom resonant orbits will provide Important standards
for eNaluation of gravimetrie results in addition to improving our capability to
deteriolne orbits.
We have attempted to discover the degree of accuracy that we may deter-
mine geopotential. coefficients by using high quality observations of satellites in
resonant orbits. As in many other "real world" analyses, the data quality is
not the limiting factor-, the errors in the unmodeled (unadjusted) parameters
cause severe degradation of the solution over the "noise only" situation. A do-
tailed description of how the effects of errors in unmodeled parameters are
propagated into the estimates of the variance s of th 0 , 14 U.t-d parameters appearst(IJ 14
in the Appendix.
In this study, the adjusted parameters were generally a subset of the infinite
number of resonant geopotential coefficients for the orbit in question, and the
elements of the orbit or orbits used in the solution. The unmodoled parameters
were
• unadjusted resonant terms,
• unadjusted non-resonant terms,
9 station location errors, and
* uncertainty in GM.
Table 3--1 lists the a priori , uncertainties in these quantities and the traeldng
station complcmcnCand schedule.
A priori estimates of the errors of the unmodeled parameters are somewhat
controversial because we tend to question the raNv variances that may result from
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Table X3 -1
Unaadjustcd Parameters
0
S ¢ 10 rova/day S	 4 revs/day All Cases
Pa, ameter A priori: Parameter A Prlorit , Parameter A Priori -
S 14, In	 2 x 10- S8, 4 2.2 x 10 . 10 AC OM *X -201'araG
(" 18.11)t 	 8 x 10-- 09,4 4	 x jO 11 AC;OM y -201n
Sij110	 8X ,0-1`) S9,4 116 X10" 11 OM l —20m
C 16, 1)	 ^ X10 -19 C 2	 x 1
0-1 ay Ageopotential .25 (APL-SAO)10 . 4 (non-
, 1 ^S 16,10	 %x10 S0,A 6.5/10 11 rea3onant)
Tracking Stations
-s'.s ;.AYSrP.'S:a YYF MY y vY__ 	 •PY':ttRart'
Latitude Longitude (E.) Height above Spheroid (m)
_3^.wux+PrwYaPePP14PP
«37'859
aa'.Ea.^w':..t.vir:Y FFwatMFi1'Ma"sYPM'!^
284.4190
^P'IE-#ae^w.wa...
w	 36.40Wallops Station
Wlnkfleld (Ulf) 51.445 359.302 76.00
Hawaii 21.521 2,02.003 368.31
Tanancrive -39.009 X4,7.,300 1355.87
Western Test Range 37.500 23,11-50P. 195.03
C arna rvon -24.903 113.716 10.54
Data. quality; o range t- 1.4m, ti angles ^ 20" @ 1 ohs/sec.
Traelcing Schedule**
Start Stop
0 `a 4 `a
6d W5
12 d 16`a
18 d 22d
24 0 280
30"
'Center of Mass
**2 week cases cut off at WO
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a least squares fit. Our a priori estimates of uncertainty rcl)resvrrt what we
believe is reasonable or will be attained in the near ;future.
The a priori values of the unadjusted tenth order resonant terms have been
taken as the expected order of magnitude of these terms. The earth's gravity
coefficients generally follow the rule
C	 S	 0 1.0-5
'	 ti	 p	 ^ a	 'm	 m	 c;	 ^
where the overbars indicate normalized coefficients. For the unadjusted fourth
order terms, essentially the same rule was used. This may be pessimistic be-
cause there are published values of nany fourth order coefficients. In both
cases the list of unadjusted resonant terms was truncated at a degree for which
	
- m > 7. For low and moderate ece—Mtri.cities, terms for which	 m > 7 have
	
enormously reduced effects compared to terms for which t =m or	 in + 1.
Determining the error in the non-resonant geopotential terms is difficult.
We chop•°t to assume that the term by term differences between gravity models
are some measure of their uncertainty. We have used r, (APL 3.5 - SAO MI),
where E is a scale factor. Because the SAO M1 model is more recent and yields
better results for orbit determination than the APL 3.5, c was taken as .25. The
uncertainty in UM was taken as 1;106.
We chose six tracking stations having good distribution in longitude and highly
accurate tracking equipment. We have assumed that, OSFC Laser or FPQ-G radar
quality ranges were taken with c7 
range 
-w
 1,4 m at a data rate of 1 obs/sec. The
angular data were assumed good to 20"; however, in the two to four week arcs
considered, angular data of this quality have an entirely negligible effect on the
solution. The _a priori estimates of uncertainty of the station positions were
taken as -20m in each center-of-mass coordinate. Biases in the range data were
not considered because biases for these instruments are known to be much
smaller than the station location error figure of -20 m.
A few simulations of the recovery of resonant geopotential coefficients
showed that data quality is not a limiting factor for resonant satellite geodery,
at lc^ast within reasonable limits. The contribution of the pure noise to the
estimates after two weeks of t. acking is always two to three orders of magnitude
less than the order of magnitude of the coefficients themselves. Thus we did not
evaluate factors such as the effect of adding more tracki ng stations and different
data types. Resonance effects are so large that with modern tracking systems,
}
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the random noise does not significantly affect the estimates of the cooffici znts
eomparod to the offects, of the unmodoled parameters.
Determining goopotential coefficients is plagued by the problem of separa-
bility. The principal non-resonant off, A of a goopotential term of order 11 is
ail in times daily oscillation. Thus, we reWairo inany different orbital p ll e4' .!-,Is to
provide the information for separating the effects of the various terms of a given
order.
A similar situation exists for circular resonant orbits or for resonant orbits
at the critical inclination, w-horein all resonant terms produce perturbations of
the same frequency. Using one of these orbits, we cannot determine more than
a single "lumped" coefficient. Contrarily, they frequency content of an eccentric
resonant orbit, not at i 	 i
,1 , with a beat period greater 1,han ton to fifteen days,
is considerable. 'The present authors and others have suggested the possibility
of recovering a large number or geopotential coefficients from a single eccentric
resonant orbit. However, simulated satellite tracking on a .1 eccentricity orbit
having a -30 day beat period resonant with tenth order terms for four weeks has
yielded very poor results due to errors in the unmodeled parameters, especially
errors in the non-rosonant goopotential coefficients. No significant information
concerning individual resonant terms was obtainable from sin gle resonant orbits.
Failure to obtain useful informationfrom -t single o'econtric, resonant orbit
led to attempted multiple-satellite solutions, Figure 3-1 compares the single-
satellite solution with a three -satellite. solution. The solution vector contains
the orbital, elements and the resonant terms from (1.0, 10) - (13, 10). The solu-
tions shown for (10, 10) and (13, 10) are typical. The contribution to the solution
uncertainty of the noise is off the bottom of the scale.
The units on the y-axis of Figure 3-1 and of subsequent similar figures are
those of standard deviations (7). On the left of each b e,, , indicated by arrows are
the a priori ;, and the o- of the solution including the effects of the unmodeled pa-
rameters. On the right side of the bars are contribution levels of the various un-
modeled parameters. The total effect of all of those is their Root--Sum--of-Squares.
Rather than give the effect of the error of each center-of-Mass (CUM.) component,
the contributions in each direction are combined as Cdk:i, COM Y, COM Z.
In Figure 3-1 we see the startling result that the u's of the fits are in some
cases larger than the a priori values. But the u l s shown include the effects of the
unadjusted parameters. The noise-only o's are always two to three orders of
magnitude smaller than the a priori in-formation. The appearance of 7's that
include unadjusted parameter effects larger than the a Lrjori values	 es
that the corrections from an attempted fit would be so bad that one wr..6L have
been better off not making the fit. For an example, if one knew a station position
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within 20 nicters and tried to improve the location by using near-Larth satellite
data yet ignoring the effect of J2 ,lie would obviously degrade his knowledge with
such a fit.
Figure 3-1 shows that although the noise-only solutions may be a great
improvement over the a priori variances of the constants, including the effects of
unadjusted parameters would not permit much more than order-of-magnitude in-
formation for more than a few coefficients even with three satellites. Further-
more, the correlations of the constants with each other and/or the orbital semi-
major axes are in many cases .95 or higher.
"rhe, uninodcled par imeters causing the largest degradation of the solution
are the unadjusted non-rosonant , terms. Their contribLtion to the total is de-
noted "APL-SAO gravity."
The degree of the effect of errors in the non-resonant terms was unexpected;
however, further investigations revealed the reason for this large effect.
We know that errors in the gravity field r. revent accurately determining
orbital en(-,,rgy, thus along-track position. The resonance effect manifests itself
almost entirely along-track and is extraordinarily sensitive to semi-major axis
for beat periods > 10-15 days (as disc assed in Section 2). This fact is also re-
vealed by very high correlations >.9 between many of the . ,sonant constants and
semi-major axes. Thus, we expect the errors of the non-resonant geopotential
terms to have a large and increasing effect with increasing beat period. Figure
3-2 illustrates this. Here we are comparing identical two-satellite solutions for
tenth order resonant terms. In both cases, orbital eccentricities were 1/10,
and inclinations were 90' during four weeks of simulated tracking. The long beat
period multiple satellite solution with one beat period > 100 days has superior
noise-only results to the short beat period case of ±10 days. However, the ef-
feet of the unadjusted non-resonant gravity terms is vastly decreased in the
dominant (10, 10) resonant term for the short beat period, seen by comparing
the values denoted by "APL-SAO gravity," Furthermore, as expected, the
correlation coefficients for the resonant constants and the semi-major axes of
the orbits ij reduced for the small periods, some of them approaching .9 for
the +10 day beat period in contrast to about .97 for the long beat period case.
Figures 3-1 and 3 ­2 show the real problem confronting the resonant satel-
lite geodicist is finding orbital situations for combined solutions that minimize
the effect of the unmodeled parameters. Figures 3-3, 3-4, and 3-5 show the
results of attempts at reduction of unmodeled parameter effects by variation of
various orbit and other parameters.
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VFigure 3-3 compares the results of two, two-satellito solutions. Eccentric-
ities for case I were the same at .15 and for case 2 were set at .1 and .15. Two
weeks of tracking were assumed for these polar orbits. A combined solution
with different eccentricities sometimes produces improved resvilts although
there is no meaningful information with this change for terms with ( YIJ -m) %► 1.
Another attempt with varied orbital geometry used identical eccentricity of
.15 and inclination of 90 0 ; however, arguments of perigee and node were 90 0 and
135 0 apart, respectively. Again, varying the orbital elements produced a slight
improvement only for small (T. - m).
Figure 3-4 shows the results of observing multiple satellites in the 
same
plane for two and four week periods. No lte that the value of  (CIO 1 0 ) is worse
for the longer are. This phenomenon is often observed in orbit determination
problems. Two long a tracking are may degrade a solution because of the effects
of the unmodcled parameters.
Inclination significantly affects the resonance phenomenon. Figure 3-5
shows the results of two-satellite solutions at 45 0 and 85". The solution at the
high inclination is superior for the dominant Gin, 10 term, as would be expected.
At the lower inclination, the effects of the various resonant terms are more
nearly equal in magnitude than at the high inclination where terms with (^f' -m)
equal to 0 or 1 dominate. At the low inclination the effects of the uninodeled
resonant terms are very large for this reason.
The single plane cases in Figures 3-1 through 3-5 have a very common
factor: The errors in the non resonant gravity terms dominate the estimates.
We can control the effect of the unmodeled resonant terms by selceting eccen-
tricity. Station location errors and GM error are seldom serious. The large
effect of the unmodeled non-resonant terms is caused by the sensitivity of the
resonance phenomenon to the orbital energy or period.
Having failed to achieve meaningful results with a single plane, multiple
satellite solution, we next attempted multiple orbital planes. Figure 3-6 com-
pares the previous three-satellite, single-plane solution with a two-satellite,
two-plane solution. The effects of the unadjusted non-resonant gravity terms
have decreased greatly over the single plane solution, particularly for large
(^ - in ). This multiple plane solution has been the first to yield substantial in-
formation about a number of resonant coefficients. Even more important, the
correlations of the geopotential coefficients with the orbital semi-major axes
were reduced to .8 at the mo-,t.
in the multiple plane solution we did not expect but did obtain an increased
effect of the unadjusted resonant terms. However, one of the planes was inclinded
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45'0 . Rcoall that low and middle Inclinations are less favorable In this respect
because the resonant perturbations in these orbits are more nearly equal for
both small and large values of ( ^'- in).
The problem of correlations appears to be worse for high altitude orbits.
A correlation coefficient of .999 was observed between C4,4 and C,.4 for case
one of Figure 3-7. Rtrthermore, the correlation coefficients with the semi-
major axis, were .9 in some cases, In spite of the multiple orbit planes, There-
fore, constants determined from this situation would have no meaningful appli-
cability other 
than 
to these orbits. Many orbit planes are necessary for high
altitude resonant orbits to yield Independent estimates of the gravity field.
1. CONC LUSIONS
We have ascertained that the random noise level required for resonant
satellite geodesy is not stringent $, moreover, resonant satellite geodesy does
not require continuous tracking by numerous stations. However, data biases,
like station locations may be Important if excessive. Further, tracking arcs
longer than a few weeks for low altitude resonant orbits are undesirable be-
cause of the effects of errors in the non-resonant, geopotential coefficients.
We have also demonstrated that single, eccentric resonant orbits alone are
not valuable to geodesy if more than order -of- magnitude estimates of geopoten-
tial coefficients are reqptired. 'Ble estimates 
of 
the errors of the geopotential
coefficients obtained from a single resonant .5atell3te are almost perfectly cor-
related with each other as well as with the estimates of the error of the semi-
major axis. Thus, the coefficients from a single satellite will be applicable only
to the orbit from which they were obtained. This fact, while unfortunate for
geodesy, suggests that for operational purposes, when resonances exist, we can
obtain good results for prediction purposes by solving for one or two "lumped"
resonant coefficients. We have in addition shown that the single plane multipl
satellite solutions are only a slight improvement over single satellite solutions.
As in the single satellite case, the controlling factors are the errors in the un-
modeled non-resonant terms and the very high correlations of the coefficients
with each other and with orbital semi-major axes.
Ri nally, small ( ,-,,10 day) beat periods are desirable to uncouple the geopo-
tenti p,l coefficients from the orbital semi-major axes. The low beat periods
also mean that period errors of at least several minutes can be tolerated in a
resowir-f satellite geodesy mission.
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Thus, resonant satellites in a single plane must be used in a combined
solution with non-resonant satellites or gravimetry or both to make a meaning-
ful contribution to geodesy Satellites of low to moderate eccentricity in several
orbital planes (with some of high inclination), all resonant with terms of the
same order, can produce good independent estimates of geopotential
coefficients.
rav
fi
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APPENDIX
ERROR ANALYSIS
The ORAN (Orbital Analysis) computer program used for this study was
designed for computing the effects of random and systematic errors on minimum
variance orbit determinations. Systematic errors can be in the form of either
adjusted or unadjusted parameters, with the effects of the latter broken down into
effects of the individual error sources. The program computes the effects of the
unadjusted parameters on both the recovered parameters and the orbit, with the
orbital effects propagated from epoch to any desired prediction time.
The program is configured for multiple arcs, with some error model param-
eters such as station positions constrained to be common to all arcs, and other
parameters, such as measurement biases, which differ from arc to arc.
Force model errors can arise from uncertainties in geopotential coefficients
through degree and order 20. Uncertainties in up to 44 individual coefficients
can be carried, and any of these may be either adjusted or their unadjusted effects
propagated. Alternately, or in addition, the force model error can be carried as
the differences between complete gravity models in which case the restriction to
44 parameters does not apply. The SAO, APL, and NW L models are built into the
program and the differences between any two of these three, or any complete
model supplied as input, are available as force model errors. Note that the
gravity model difference is treated as a single parameter, and 43 geopotential
parameters may also be considered as adjustable. Of course, adjusting a geo-
potential coefficient removes; it from the model difference set.
Mathematically, the unmodeled error propagation is based on the following
observations. The minimum variance orbit determination uses the basic equation
80 = A'&a + e
	 (1)
to relate discrepancies (8O ) between measured and calculated observations to
discrepancies ( 8a) between true and a priori estimates of the set of parameters
to be recovered. The set 8a includes the six orbital elements but may also
I
include other parameters. The matrix A is the set of partial derivatives of the
measurements with respect to the adjustable parameters, and a is a vector of
measurement "noise." When the least squares criterion is used to solve (1) for
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the best estimate of a, the result is
6 ^ .A (AT WA) - I AT WL^0,	 (2)
where W is the matrix of measurement weights. For the solution to be minimum
variance, the weight matrix must be chosen such that
W°1 T: E(ce').	 (3)
That is, W must be the inverse of the variance covarai,nce matrix of measure-
ment noise. In the normal data reduction programs, W is generally so chosen
because it actually is measurement random error, in which case W is rather
accurately expressed as a diagonal matrix.
For various reasons, the set of parameters adjusted in data reduction pro-
grams is only a subset of those parameters having some error. For example,
our knowledge of geopotential coefficients is by no means complete. Yet a
truncated model is always (of necessity) used, and the error in all coefficients
used is ignored in all variance computations. Because the net effect is that e is
not rand,, :_' yet contains definite systematic components, we can obtain a more
accurate	 ^-esentation of the measurement discrepancy vector by expressing
e as
e - Ky + E,
	
(4)
A:
where y is a set of errors in parameters previously ignored, K is the matrix of
partial derivatives of the measurements with respect to these parameters, and
E is the vector of measurement random noise upon which W is still based. Sub-
stitution of (4) into (1) gives
80=Ma+Ky+E.	 (5)
If the weight matrix for the measurements is based on E and is the same as that
used in the data reduction program, it follows that the solution for 8 a actually
being obtained is not that given by (2), but actually is a "biased" solution given by
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,r
8'a" : (AIWA) ` ArW( 80 - Ky).
From this relation, we may obtain by differentiation the effects of "unit" values
of the set of y parameters,
(ATW,A) ~ 1 AT WK.	 (7)
^3y
It follows that if the matrix K can be obtained, the effects of unit values of the y
parameters are obtained by substituting K for the 80 vector used in the data
reduction program. Ara^iori estimates of errors in the y parameters lead to an
estimate of the magnitudes of the effects on recovered parameters, and the
trajectory, of each y parameter.
Uncertainties in the y's are generally uncorrelated. If their correlations
are known or can otherwise be accounted for, an estimate of the total or overaii
accuracy of the orbital solution is readily obtainable. For this study, errors in
station locations, GM and the geopotential were considered. (See Table 3-1.)
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